Abstract Little attention is paid in prevention research to the ability of measures to accurately assess change, termed Bresponsiveness^or Bsensitivity to change.^This paper reviews definitions and measures of responsiveness, and suggests five strategies for increasing sensitivity to change, with central focus on prevention research with small samples: (a) improving understandability and cultural validity, (b) assuring that the measure covers the full range of the latent construct being measured, (c) eliminating redundant items, (d) maximizing sensitivity of the device used to collect responses; and (e) asking directly about change. Examples of the application of each strategy are provided. The discussion focuses on using the issues as a checklist for improving measures and the implications of sensitivity to change for prevention research with small samples.
This manuscript discusses ways prevention researchers can increase the sensitivity to change of measures in small sample studies. The central concern of prevention researchers working with small samples is poor statistical power for detecting a true preventive effect (Fok et al. this issue) , as power is a function of the effect size and the sample size. Detection of an effect that involves change in an outcome due to intervention or developmental effects is mediated by the ability of measures to accurately assess change, a characteristic that is variously termed Bresponsiveness^or Bsensitivity to change ( Ebesutani et al. 2012 ). However, little attention is paid in prevention research to responsiveness or sensitivity to change. A literature search of prevention journals located only a single article suggesting that sensitivity to change should be evaluated (Wästberg et al. 2012) and no article that actually undertook such evaluation.
Although a perfectly valid instrument would be perfectly sensitive to change (Hays and Hadorn 1992) , Guyatt and colleagues suggest that in the absence of perfect validity, responsiveness should be considered as a psychometric characteristic separate from reliability and validity. The absence of Bgold standards^against which responsiveness can be gauged has hampered research on sensitivity to change in the social and behavioral sciences (Guyatt et al. 1987 ). Yet, measures that are insensitive to change may fail to detect true effects of a prevention trial, despite the presence of other acceptable psychometric properties (Kristal et al. 1994) , as detection of true effects is mediated by sensitivity to change. Power to detect change is reduced in proportion to sensitivity to change. That is, sensitivity to change of 0.5 would reduce the detectable effect size by half compared to a measure that had sensitivity to change of 1.0 (Spybrook et al. 2009, Eq. 6.14.) . Although these concerns are common challenges faced by all researchers using self-report measures to assess intervention effects, this is of particular importance in prevention studies with small samples because small sample sizes already compromise power to detect true effects. Puhan et al. (2005) demonstrated that internal consistency reliability, as measured by Cronbach's alpha, is a poor predictor of responsiveness. Measures that distinguish among different individuals at a single point in time with high reliability may have limited utility when asked to assess change within individuals over time (Hays and Hadorn 1992; West et al. 2011) . Anchors or rating scales chosen for their ability to rank individuals may not be equally suited to detecting change (Ebesutani et al. 2012; Guyatt et al. 1989) . If respondents have difficulty differentiating among anchors close in meaning, such as Boccasionally^and Bsometimes,^noise will be added to the measurement, possibly resulting poorer ability to detect change. In addition, a measure that is sensitive to change in one manifest indicator of a latent construct may not be sensitive to change in another indicator. For example, Wakschlag and colleagues (2014) investigated the associations between items on undimensional scales and severity of disruptive behavior in preschoolers. They found that on some items, such as BSays 'no' when told to do something,^children for whom any but the highest frequency was chosen were exhibiting normative misbehavior. However, for other items, such as BMisbehaves in ways that are dangerous,^endorsement of any but the lowest frequency was associated with qualitatively atypical behavior. It is likely that change in a child who exhibited normative misbehavior would be detected by the first item, but not by the second.
Given that power is in proportion to sensitivity of change (Spybrook et al. 2009 ) and that small sample prevention researchers are concerned with poor power in detecting change, it is crucial to examine the ways in which researchers increase sensitivity to change. In this article, we examine five strategies for increasing the sensitivity of measures to change. We also provide examples of the application of each of these strategies in scale construction from small sample prevention studies.
Definitions and Measures of Change and Responsiveness
Kurt Lewin (1947) described change as a three-stage process, from Bunfreezing,^which involves overcoming inertia and dismantling the existing Bmindset^as part of human surviving, to Brefreezing,^where a new mindset is crystallized and one's comfort level is returning to previous levels. Later models of change included Prochaska and colleagues' Transtheoretical Model of Change, which defined change as a process of five stages (Prochaska and DiClemente 1983) , as well as Bartunek and Moch's (1987) model of first-, second-, and third-order change focuses on cognitive schemas, which are cognitive structures that help organize and interpret a concept, in understanding individual change. Change may involve adjustments within existing schemas, modification to existing schemas, or development of capacity to change schemas. The variability in theories of change reveals complexity that may be partly responsible for the neglect of sensitivity to change in prevention research and other fields.
Various measures to defining and assessing clinically significant change may be found in the literature. Radiologist Metz (1978) along with Hanley and McNeil (1983) based a measure of change on comparison between receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves. A 1988 consensus conference of psychiatrists defined remission in depression according to a certain degree of change on a single measure (Frank et al. 1991) . Zimmerman and colleagues (2006) asked persons suffering from depression how remission should be defined and found a wide variety of defining features. Himadi and colleagues required simultaneous improvement on multiple measures for change to be considered clinically significant (Himadi et al. 1986 ). The Reliable Change Index of Jacobson and Truax (1991) compared the difference between an individual's pretest and posttest scores on symptom measures to a standard error of the difference based on the reliability of the measure. Very few attempts have been made, however, to assess the potential of a measure for detecting change, which is what we mean by sensitivity to change. Proposing methods to improve sensitivity to change is the purpose of this article.
There are exceptions to this general neglect. Raudenbush and colleagues (Raudenbush and Liu 2001; Spybrook et al. 2009 ) address sensitivity to change briefly as part of their discussion of hierarchical linear models for measuring change. Norman, Guyatt, and colleagues have conducted extensive research on responsiveness or sensitivity to change primarily as part of a program of quality of life research (Guyatt et al. 1987) .
These investigations and others have produced different measures of responsiveness (Guyatt et al. 1987; Liang et al. 1990; Metz 1978; Norman et al. 1997 ). In orthopedics, Liang et al. (1990) compared five instruments on sensitivity to change, basing their measure of responsiveness on a comparison to a relative Bgold standard^for change, namely the degree of improvement following surgery. Norman et al. (1997) , however, evaluated retrospective methods based on treatment response, concluding they have limited usefulness in evaluating measures for their ability to detect change. Guyatt et al. (1987) developed an indicator to evaluate the extent to which a measure is useful in assessing change over time. The Guyatt Response Index (GRI) operationalized responsiveness as the ratio of clinically significant change to the between-subject variability in within-person change in participants. Streiner and Norman (1995) suggested using the intraclass correlation for slope as an index of responsiveness. Similarly, Spybrook and colleagues (Spybrook et al. 2009, p. 48.) noted that the intraclass correlation for a particular polynomial of interest represents Bthe ability with which a researcher can discriminate between people on their growth rate of the polynomial of interest using the least squares estimate,ô r the sensitivity to change.
Where an intraclass correlation can index the degree of sensitivity to change, the significance test for the variance of linear slopes from a random effects regression model can be used to test the hypothesis that sensitivity to change is zero. The null hypothesis of this Z test or chi-square test is that the variability in the estimated slopes is zero. If accepted, it suggests that the measure did not detect variability in individual change. However, it is possible to obtain a nonsignificant test because of sample characteristics rather than lack of responsiveness.
Because the variance in linear slopes in a random effects regression model is reduced to the extent that predictors such as intervention condition account for such variation, we suggest that sensitivity to change should be assessed using a mixed model that does not include variables intended to predict change, such as intervention condition. The variance component for change in such a model (usually linear slopes) provides an upper limit of intervention-related change that it will be possible to detect using the model. If a model without predictors returns a variance component for slopes that does not differ from zero, it is unlikely that the analysis will be able to detect an intervention effect on change. Thus, the power to detect change and sensitivity to change are positively related, underscoring the importance of taking measures to increase sensitivity to change in small sample prevention research.
Strategies for Increasing Sensitivity of Measures to Change
Our central focus in this section is the strategies that could be applied to increase sensitivity of measures to change in small sample prevention research, with aims to ultimately increase power to detect change. Five strategies are to (a) increase comprehensibility and cultural validity of the items, (b) include items that measure the full range of the latent trait in the population, (c) eliminate redundant and poorly functioning items, (d) assure that response scales function as intended, and (e) ask directly about change. Some of these strategies will only be applicable when there is an opportunity for measurement development work prior to launching a prevention project, but others can be applied even when such development is not possible. We provide examples to demonstrate how we have applied these strategies in small sample prevention studies.
Increase Comprehensibility and Cultural Validity Attempting to minimize biases arising from perseveration, acquiescence, or naive hypotheses, developers of measures frequently include reverse-worded items or scale anchors (Cox 1980; Ebesutani et al. 2012; Schwarz 1999 ). Schwarz emphasized the importance of the cognitive processes involved in survey methodology. He suggested that in self-report questionnaires, the format, context, and the wording of questions often shape the responses obtained. The way in which respondents interpret the meaning of the questions strongly influence their responses. For example, Schwarz noted the importance of questions being developed according to Grice's (1975) notion of a Bmaxim of manner,^in constructing questions. Questions should be perspicuous: brief, avoiding ambiguity and obscurity of meaning, and having clear order. Measures developed with college student populations are often applied to other populations or with respondents of cultural backgrounds different from those on whom they were validated (Guastello et al. 2008; Sharma et al. 2013) . Both practices may result in measures that are not comprehensible to respondents. Consider this item from an ethnic identity measure that was included in an assessment of school children: BDiscrimination is not the main reason a lot of people are not as successful as they could be,^with response options, BNot at all true,^BNot very true,^BSort of true,^and BVery true.^Attempting to avoid bias through reverse wording, the authors of this measure created an item that is wordy and confusing to the adolescent research participants completing it. Increasing comprehensibility of measures would help reduce measurement error and increase power in detecting true changes.
In prevention studies conducted with participants of nonmajority cultural or linguistic backgrounds, wording that native speakers of American English take for granted may be difficult to comprehend. For example, in a small sample study, Fok and colleagues (2011b) adapted the relationship dimension of the Moos Family Environment Scale for use with Yup'ik Eskimo youth. Adaptation of the measures involves a process of cultural, linguistic, and developmental adaptation for Alaska Native adolescents. The process included successive waves of focus group discussion, item development, research team review, item revision, pilot testing, and further item revisions (Fok et al. 2011a ).
These researchers found that negatively worded items such as BFamily members rarely become openly angry^had to be revised to read, BIn our family we are really mad at each other a lot,^eliminating both the negative wording and the qualifier, Bopenly.^In another prevention study, Ebesutani and colleagues (2012) improved the psychometric properties of the Loneliness Questionnaire for administration to children and adolescence by eliminating the reverse-worded items. Additionally, they found that a three-point response scale was preferable to a five-point scale, contrary to received wisdom that having more anchors improves measures (Cox 1980) . The comprehensibility of the questions is especially important when small samples are involved, as even a single participant misinterpreting an item question could bias the measure obtained.
Attention paid to increasing the comprehensibility of items and anchors, particularly when measures are intended for use with children, will improve the ability of the measures to detect change associated with a preventive intervention, thus reducing measurement error and increasing power in detecting true intervention changes. When measures are to be used within cultural contexts other than the contexts within which they were developed, sensitivity can be increased by attending to the cultural appropriateness of the items. Use of cultural consultants who read and comment on measures can assist in this endeavor. For example, Fok and colleagues (Fok et al. 2011a ) in their small sample prevention study developed the Multicultural Mastery Scale (MMS) for use in Alaska Native youth. The researchers found that two items, BI can get what I want by helping my friends get what they wantâ nd BI can get what I want by helping my family get what they want,^functioned poorly. Cultural consultants suggested that these items exclusively focused on immediate self-gain, and this represented a type of individually focused motivation that was culturally undesirable to a sample from a collective culture. The investigators eliminated these items, resulting in a scale that detected intervention-related change in a prevention trial. Thus, measures that increase comprehensibility and cultural validity may sometimes have items that are simpler in sentence structure, and the meaning is obvious to research participants. Item content might also be changed based on the culture. As our intervention studies often involve small samples with culturally distinct populations that are geographically remote and difficult to access, cultural adaptation of items is a crucial step in increasing sensitivity of the measure.
Measure the Full Range of the Latent Trait A second strategy for improving responsiveness in small samples involves assessing the extent to which the measure of a latent construct covers the full range of the construct. The range of a latent trait is the distance between the smallest and largest values of the construct in the population under study. For example, the range of symptoms of depression extends from mild dysphoria to suicidal ideation. Item response theory analysis can assist in this endeavor, by estimating the extent to which the item locations on the latent trait correspond with the distribution of the person locations. Doing this makes it possible to detect change regardless of where in the latent construct it occurs, which is important especially if the sample size is limited. Additionally, evaluating the locations of the items permits elimination of redundant items that give unequal weight to one portion of the construct. The two rug and dot plots in Fig. 1 illustrate scales that do and do not cover the full range of the latent trait they are intended to assess. This simple plot, which can be created in R (syntax is available from the second author upon request), can assist in evaluating measures and identifying redundant items if data on the item locations (intercepts) and individual scores on the latent trait are available. Henry and colleagues (2008) used this method to develop a brief version of the Child Mania Rating Scale (CMRS-P; Pavuluri et al. 2006 ) for use in small-sample clinical intervention research. One of the objectives for the development of the CMRS-P was to have high sensitivity in detecting pediatric bipolar disorder (PBD) and differentiating from attention deficit disorder hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). The full scale, which consists of 21 items, is designed to be completed by parents, unlike most mania rating scales that require clinician ratings. In the scale development study, the CMRS-P was completed by 150 parents of 5-to 17-year-old children; 50 each with bipolar disorder, ADHD, and healthy controls. Items assess the presence and extent of DSM-IV symptoms of bipolar disorder. Example items include BNeeds less sleep than usual; yet does not feel tired the next day^and BTalks too fast and jumps from topic to topic.^Items are rated on a fourpoint scale ranging from BNever^to BVery Often.^The scale demonstrated excellent internal consistency (α=0.96), high accuracy in differentiating PBD from ADHD, and it covers full range of latent trait level for children with PBD.
To create a brief version, Henry et al. (2008) eliminated Bredundant^items that measured the same level of the latent trait. The 10-item brief CMRS-P had internal consistency of 0.91, high correlation (r=0.93) with the remaining 11 items of the full scale, and high accuracy in differentiating between PBD and ADHD. Additionally, the measure was highly sensitive to change in symptoms. West et al. (2011) conducted a study with a sample of 66 children with bipolar disorder, who went through a 6-week treatment with medications and were measured every week during the treatment period using the brief CMRS-P and a clinician-rated Bgold-standard^mea-sure, the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS). Joint growth curve models showed that change as measured by the brief CMRS-P correlated strongly with change as measured by the YMRS. This small sample study illustrated the importance of having non-redundant items that cover a wide range of latent trait level and that elimination of redundant items would result in a more concise measure with fewer items, assessing participants at various latent trait levels.
Eliminate Redundant and Poorly Functioning Items Plots of item and person locations on the latent trait such as those discussed in the preceding section can assist in identifying redundant items that measure the same point on the latent continuum as other items. Although redundant items increase the internal consistency of a measure, they assign unequal weight to a single location on a scale and, as was noted earlier, result in a measure that cannot assess change equally well across the entire range of the latent construct. This would increase measurement error and reduce power in detecting true prevention effects. Consider the latent construct of aggressiveness. A measure of aggressiveness for children might include items that range in aggressiveness from minor behaviors such as saying mean things to others through pushing and shoving to hitting and using weapons at the highest levels. A measure such as the one depicted in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 , whose items are concentrated at the high (hitting and using weapons) end of the scale, would miss change in the child who desisted from minor behaviors and would be unable to detect change that progressed from changes in minor behaviors to changes in highly aggressive but less frequent behaviors.
The sensitivity of scales to change may also be improved by eliminating items that poorly represent the construct they are designed to measure. The item discrimination index from an item response theory analysis is an indicator of the extent to which the item is able to accurately distinguish individuals at high and low levels of the latent construct. Low discrimination levels suggest items that, to return to our example of an aggression scale, would not have higher scores for more aggressive children and lower scores for less aggressive children. Inclusion of such items tends to add noise to measurement and makes change more difficult to detect.
Fok and colleagues found that eliminating poorly discriminating items improved the sensitivity to change of the Multicultural Mastery Scale (MMS; Fok et al. 2011a ). This scale was developed to assess change related to a small sample cultural intervention study for rural Yup'ik youth to prevent suicide and alcohol abuse (Allen et al. 2009; Allen et al. 2014) . The MMS was developed through a process of cultural, linguistic, and developmental adaptation of two scales for Alaska Native adolescents, the mastery scale (Pearlin et al. 1981) , emphasizing coping through personal agency and control, and the Communal Mastery Scale (Jackson et al. 2000) , that focuses on a collective approach to coping. Samejima's (1969) graded response item response theory (IRT) model provided a slope or discrimination parameter for each item as well as location or difficulty parameters (intercepts) for each response on each item. The difficulty parameters allow us to detect redundant items, and the discrimination parameters allow detection of poorly functioning items. These IRT analyses were conducted using the ltm package through R (Rizopoulos 2006) . Two items had low discrimination indices, indicating these items were the poorest at differentiating individuals and would provide little information. These items were dropped from the final scale. The final version of the scale has been used in prevention studies in communities with samples of less than 60 . Removal of redundant and poorly functioning items results in a briefer measure that discriminates participants, improve measurement precision, and ultimately increase power in detecting change. Schwarz (1999) revealed the range of rating scales could strongly influence respondents' choice of responses. For example, Schwarz et al. (1991) found that when participants were asked BHow successful would you say you have been in life?^, they responded significantly differently when the scale ranged from 0 to 10 or from −5 to 5, although the lowest values in both ranges represented Bnot at all successful^and the highest values indicated Bextremely successful.^This suggested the differential interpretations of numeric value of a rating scale. A Likert-type response scale whose options are confusing or are used improperly by respondents adds noise to measurement and makes detection of change difficult, particularly when the changes involved are relatively subtle and if the sample size is small.
Maximize Sensitivity of Response Options
Thus, a fourth strategy to increase responsiveness of measures involves maximizing sensitivity of response options by evaluating the performance of response scales and optimizing them using an item response theory (IRT) analysis, such as the 10 Fig. 1 Illustrations of scales whose items do and do not cover the full range of a latent trait as it is found in the population. Circles represent items and the rug plot represents persons. The bottom scale would be sensitive to change only in the highest ranges of the latent trait, whereas the top scale could detect change at any level of the latent trait Samejima's (1969) Graded Response Model or the Rasch Rating Scale or Partial Credit Models (Linacre 2002) . Examining the option curves from an IRT analysis can reveal whether the coding categories in a response scale are functioning as intended. For example, in development of the MMS, Fok and colleagues (2011a) found evidence that options 2 to 4 in a five-point response scale might be providing redundant information. Figure 2 compares item characteristics curves for a five-point response scale and a three-point response scale for one of the MMS items. Note that the information provided by category 4 was almost all provided by category 3 for this item. A similar pattern was observed on all of the items, suggesting that little information was provided by having option 4, and that fewer response categories might be desirable. We recoded the data into three options by collapsing options 2-4 and reran the IRT analysis. The resulting item characteristics curve is shown in the second panel of Fig. 2 . The parameter estimates for the three-category calibration were very close to those from the five-category calibration.
Ask Directly About Change Given the importance of detecting change to prevention studies and given the difficulty in detecting change for small sample studies, it is surprising that few studies use measures that ask directly about change. Although some argue against asking directly about change (e.g., Streiner and Norman 1995) , because of difficulties in recall of previous status, such measures have been used productively in clinical research studies (e.g., Pavuluri et al. 2004 ). An example is the Clinical Global Impression Scale (CGI; Guy 1976) and its adaptation for bipolar illness (CGI-BP; Spearing et al. 1997 ).
The original scale was developed to provide a means for assessing the severity of symptoms of mental illness and how such symptoms change in response to psychological and pharmacological treatment. The CGI consists of three items that may be applied to any symptom or symptom profile. The first asks about severity, the second (which is not asked the first time the measure is administered) asks about improvement in symptoms, and the third asks about efficacy of pharmacological treatment. (Fok et al. 2011a) Despite wide use in treatment studies it was years before the reliability and validity of the CGI were evaluated. When such evaluation was finally done, though validity against other measures was supported (Sato et al. 1984) , the scale was criticized for unreliability and inconsistency (Beneke and Rasmus 1992; Dahlke et al. 1992 ). Spearing and colleagues (1997) adapted the scale for bipolar illness, and in the process addressed several of the criticisms leveled against the scale and performed careful analysis of its psychometric properties. Where the original scale had lumped symptoms together the revised measure provided for separate ratings of mania and depression symptoms as well as an overall scale. The time domain referenced in the improvement scale was clarified, and provision was made for rating symptoms that worsened. A user guide was produced that allowed for careful training of raters. Inter-rater analysis of multiple-trained clinician raters and tests against a Bgold standard^criterion found evidence for high sensitivity to change, suggesting the importance of asking questions of change in a measure to increase sensitivity to change.
The scale development work on the CGI suggests some rubrics for prevention scientists who wish to develop measures that ask directly about change and can be used with small samples. First, be clear about the time frame being queried. Spearing and colleagues (1997) employed two time frames. Acute measurements were to reflect the preceding week. Prophylactic measurements were closer to the meaning of prevention, as they assessed change during the time a treatment regimen was expected to control bipolar symptoms. Second, be clear about the meaning of each response option so that respondents can identify when change has or has not occurred. Spearing and colleagues (1997) , in the manual accompanying the CGI-BP, instruct raters to Bintegrate severity, duration, and frequency of episodes when rating change ( Spearing et al. 1997, p. 167) . Asking directly about change, however, might be suggestive to participants that change should be made and might introduce new confounds to the survey. We suggest that readers might consider using such questions towards the end of the survey.
Discussion
Prevention research depends on the detection of change, perhaps for a treatment group for whom markers of risk or health promotion are reduced or perhaps evidence that undesirable outcomes have increased in a control or comparison group and not in an intervention group. Measures that are weak at detecting change increase this difficulty, as decreased sensitivity of change would lead to a reduction of power in detecting true intervention change. This is particularly a concern with small sample, as power is a function of effect size and sample size. This paper has provided a review of definitions and measures of sensitivity to change and has suggested five strategies for increasing the sensitivity of measures to change, with ultimate aim to improve measurement precision and increase power in detecting true prevention effect. These include increasing comprehensibility and cultural validity, covering the full range of the construct being measured, removing redundant items measuring the same latent trait level, optimizing the response scale, and asking directly about change. Thus, a measure that is high in sensitivity to change would consists of nonredundant items that cover a wide range of latent trait levels and tend to be shorter in length or contain fewer items due to removal of redundant or poor functioning items. Item wordings might be simpler, and item content would be tailored to the culture being assessed. Reliability of the measure might drop, as items that add little additional information are removed. The response options might be reduced compared to the original measure, as some of the response categories might provide little additional information. It should also contain items that ask directly about change and will contain items that are obvious in meaning and easily interpreted by participants.
Not all of the strategies used in this paper will be useful in any given study or with any particular measure. They are particularly important considerations for the main outcomes and key mediators in a trial where detecting change is of utmost importance. Each strategy will only be useful if the applicable pre-existing characteristics of the measure limit sensitivity to change. For example, reducing the number of anchors is not likely to increase sensitivity unless the existing anchors do not provide unique information, as was the case in the example given. The same is true of eliminating redundant items. The issues raised in this article should be considered when selecting or adapting measures for a prevention trial with a small sample.
The issues raised in this paper may be used, roughly in the order presented, as a checklist of considerations in selecting measures for a prevention trial. Of first importance is that a measure be understood by those who complete it. Numerous measures administered in studies with children were developed and validated on college students, with unfortunate and sometimes humorous results. For example, the Metropolitan Area Child Study employed a measure of aggressive strategies that presented a respondent with a situation such as a conflict over a possession. The instructions asked the respondent to rank four responses (hit, yell, talk, do nothing) in order of the likelihood that the respondent would employ them. Originally developed on college students, this measure had been adapted for first through sixth grade children by modifying the situations and simplifying language. When some children were interviewed after completing an assessment packet containing this measure, it became apparent that children did not understand likelihood in the same sense employed in the measure. A typical response was, BFirst I would say something, then I would yell at him, and then I would hit him!Â measure that can be understood by participants and covers the full range of the construct to be measured can be improved further by eliminating items that have the same degree of difficulty in IRT terms, i.e., that measure the same level of the latent construct. Reliance on internal consistency as an index of reliability has encouraged the development of measures with many redundant items, often leading respondents to complain that the investigator seems to be Basking the same question over and over.^When measuring change, a measure made up of many redundant items will be more susceptible to the effects of repeated testing on the internal validity of study (Campbell et al. 1963) , as participants may be likely to remember previous responses to items that seem to be repeated.
The last two issues discussed in this paper involve improvements to the device used to collect responses: optimizing an existing response scale by assuring that each option contributes unique information, or asking directly about change. We believe that use of these strategies can improve the sensitivity of measures to change by reducing noise and/or tightening the link between the change in the phenomenon of interest and the response.
To summarize, we offer these suggestions in the belief that attention to the issue of sensitivity to change is neglected in prevention science as it is in psychosocial research generally. These strategies would be particularly useful in small sample prevention studies in detecting change. Whether or not the validity of a measure is also an index of its sensitivity to change (Hays and Hadorn 1992) , it is certainly the case that reliability and responsiveness are distinct aspects of measurement (Guyatt et al. 1987) . The potential cost to prevention science of employing measures with low sensitivity to change combined with the potential for improving sensitivity to change argue for greater attention to this aspect of measurement.
